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ABSTRACT
How do choices in criminal law and rights protections
affect disease-fighting efforts? This long-standing
question facing governments around the world is acute
in the context of pandemics like HIV and COVID-19. The
Global AIDS Strategy of the last 5 years sought to prevent
mortality and HIV transmission in part through ensuring
people living with HIV (PLHIV) knew their HIV status
and could suppress the HIV virus through antiretroviral
treatment. This article presents a cross-national ecological
analysis of the relative success of national AIDS responses
under this strategy, where laws were characterised by
more or less criminalisation and with varying rights
protections. In countries where same-sex sexual acts
were criminalised, the portion of PLHIV who knew their
HIV status was 11% lower and viral suppression levels
8% lower. Sex work criminalisation was associated
with 10% lower knowledge of status and 6% lower viral
suppression. Drug use criminalisation was associated with
14% lower levels of both. Criminalising all three of these
areas was associated with approximately 18%–24% worse
outcomes. Meanwhile, national laws on non-discrimination,
independent human rights institutions and gender-
based violence were associated with significantly higher
knowledge of HIV status and higher viral suppression
among PLHIV. Since most countries did not achieve 2020
HIV goals, this ecological evidence suggests that law
reform may be an important tool in speeding momentum to
halt the pandemic.

INTRODUCTION
Pandemic diseases like HIV present a significant challenge for public health. When
neither a cure nor a vaccine is available,
halting the pandemic requires a mix of
biomedical and social interventions aimed
at averting death and reducing new infections. The legal and policy environment in
a given national context has been identified
as a determinant of health outcomes as it
shapes vulnerability to disease, behaviours

Summary box
►► Countries around the world, across economic and

geographical boundaries, have taken different approaches to the application of criminal law to same-
sex sexual activity, sex work and drug use—with
most taking a partially or fully criminalising legal
approach in one or more of these areas.
►► Globally agreed HIV goals for 2020 focused on ensuring most people living with HIV were aware of
their HIV status and had suppressed the HIV virus
through effective antiretroviral treatment.
►► AIDS pandemic response was less successful in
countries that criminalised same-sex sexual acts,
sex work and drug use individually and in combination than in those that did not—achieving significantly lower levels of HIV status knowledge and HIV
viral suppression.
►► Countries with clear laws advancing non-
discrimination, human rights institutions and
gender-based violence response had significantly
better knowledge of HIV status and viral suppression
rates.
►► This analysis suggests a new Global AIDS Strategy
that includes a focus on law reform that may hold
promise in achieving goals that were missed in
2020.

of individuals and the rol-out of, and participation in, interventions.1–3 How best to use
criminal law and human rights protections
to shape behaviour in a pandemic has been
hotly debated not just in HIV but in COVID19, Ebola, tuberculosis and beyond.4–7 At the
core of these tensions are questions about
whether criminalising behaviour helps public
health and whether rights-supporting policies
distract or enhance public health interventions—questions particularly acute for populations highly impacted by the HIV pandemic.
During the last decade, biomedical
science in HIV has progressed rapidly, with
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The UN-adopted Global AIDS Strategy ending in 2021
centred 90-90-90 targetsi on HIV testing and treatment,
aiming for 90% of PLHIV to know their status, 90%
of these to be on treatment and 90% of these to have
achieved viral suppression—resulting to a total of 73%
of all PLHIV to have suppressed virus by 2020.15 A new
strategy for the 2022–2027 period specifically focuses
on removal of criminalising laws alongside expansion
of efforts to combat stigma, gender-based violence and
human rights violations.16
This paper explores whether countries that pursued
a criminalisation approach achieved better or worse
outcomes under the 90-90-90 targets than those with a
less criminalised environment. We further ask whether
countries that adopted rights-
protective and gender-
protective laws and policies ended this period with better
HIV outcomes or not. We do so using a new dataset that
has coded HIV-related laws and policies for 194 countries
to enable cross-national comparative analysis.17
Since long before HIV, through to the present, governments have argued that criminalising socially undesired
behaviour like same-sex sexual acts, sex work and drug
use helps prevent disease and change behaviour.18–20
Though scholars seldom go that far, some have argued
against decriminalisation on the grounds that it could
have negative health implications.21 Yet, a wider normative, theoretical and empirical literature finds criminalisation has a negative effect on HIV services and on
health outcomes for key populations.14 22–27 Empirical
work in both high-
income and lower-
income settings
has included population-
specific qualitative studies in
specific countries,28–31 modelling,32 ecological studies
in particular regions33 34 and increasingly sophisticated
quantitative efforts in multicountry samples.35
Here, we explore the question of whether criminalising
countries saw better or worse HIV outcomes at the end of
the last Global AIDS Strategy using a new dataset of laws
and policies for the 194 countries that are signatories to
the global AIDS commitments. The HIV Policy Lab dataset
provides cross-nationally comparative coded data.17 This
enables us to look at three aspects in global perspective:
same-sex, sex work and drug use/possession criminalisation. We explore all three simultaneously and in combination, as well as rights-protective and gender-protective
laws. Data are gathered through analysis of legal texts,
official reporting to UN through the Global AIDS Monitoring framework and meta-analysis of additional public
sources including analysis by International Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association (ILGA), the
Global Network of Sex Work Projects and International
Drug Policy Consortium as described by Kavanagh et al.17
Around the world, same-sex, sex work and drug use
criminalisation is widespread but varied, cutting across
i

90-90-90 targets are 90% of all people living with HIV know
their HIV status, 90% of those people are on sustained antiretroviral treatment and 90% of those on treatment have viral
suppression.
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breakthroughs in prevention and treatment.8 9 Yet, the
global HIV response has seen highly differential success
between countries. While AIDS deaths and new infections
fell, according to the United Nations (UN) estimates,
only 26 countries are on track to achieve the global goal
of a 90% reduction in AIDS-related mortality by 2030,
and only 23 countries are on track to reduce new HIV
infections by 90%.10
Globally, at the end of 2020, an estimated 84% of
people living with HIV (PLHIV) knew their HIV status.11
About 27.5 million PLHIV were accessing treatment—a
number that has more than tripled since 2010. In total,
66% of all PLHIV knew their status, were on antiretroviral treatment and had suppressed virus, which improves
health and prevents both mortality and HIV transmission—a remarkable accomplishment but well short of the
goal for 2020.
Countries across different regions, income levels and
epidemic profiles have seen success.12 For example, in
Thailand—a middle-income country where 1% of the
population was living with HIV in 2020—new infections have fallen by two-thirds since 2010 as 94% of all
PLHIV came to know their status and over three-quarters
achieved viral suppression. Germany, a high-
income
country with a 0.1% HIV prevalence level, had similar
levels of viral suppression to Thailand. South Africa, a
middle-income country with the largest HIV epidemic
in the world, had similarly high 92% knowledge of
HIV status but lower viral suppression of just 66% of all
PLHIV as it struggled to keep people on treatment. The
USA, the world’s wealthiest nation with a concentrated
HIV epidemic, had lower rates than all three. And at the
other end of the spectrum, in more than a quarter of
countries, less than 50% of PLHIV had suppressed virus
in 2019.10 These include wealthier countries like Russia
and lower-middle-income countries like Pakistan, where
only an estimated 22% of PLHIV know their status and
new infections are rising. In Jamaica and Angola, AIDS
deaths are rising amidst low rates of viral suppression; just
33% of Jamaicans living with HIV were estimated to have
suppressed virus.12
Law is one of several epidemiological, social, economic
and political factors driving differential success. As the
Global Commission on HIV and the Law found, ‘the
legal environment can play a powerful role in the well-
being of people living with HIV and those vulnerable
to HIV’.13 Law is particularly powerful when it comes
to key populations experiencing higher HIV rates and
lower access to services, including gay men and other
men who have sex with men, sex workers, transgender
people and people who inject drugs.14 Laws that subject
key populations to arrest, prosecution and imprisonment for engaging in behaviours governments deem
undesirable are widespread. Meanwhile, many countries have what we call rights-
protective and gender-
protective laws, which establish independent rights
institutions, combat gender-based violence and outlaw
discrimination.
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ASSESSING LAWS AND PANDEMIC RESPONSE PROGRESS
The 90-90-90 targets, set in 2014 to be achieved by 2020,
give us a clear, globally agreed metric with which to
compare the success of national AIDS responses. Knowledge of status is a critical entry point for differential
biomedical and behavioural options for prevention as
well as treatment. Viral suppression is a key indicator of
the accessibility, acceptability and quality of HIV services.
Criminalisation has been linked to a variety of factors,
from mistrust of authorities to stigma from providers,
that leads to avoidance of medical services, avoidance
of diagnosis and challenges starting and staying on HIV
treatment.24 29 35 Whether those resulted in measurable
global differences in the overall success of countries’
AIDS response—particularly during this period of global
focus on 90-90-90 targets—is not clear.
We use a cross-sectional dataset to compare the relative success of criminalising countries to those with a
less punitive legal approach. Our outcome variables for
each country are the percent of all PLHIV who know
their status and the percent of all PLHIV who are virally
suppressed, both from data released July 2020 by the
Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS.36
We test each of four variables of interest related to
criminalisation from the HIV Policy Lab against these
HIV service outcomes. Same-sex criminalisation codes
whether the laws of a given country criminalise consensual same-sex sex acts and whether the country actively
prosecutes people under these laws. The variable on sex
work codes whether national law criminalises the buying,
selling and organising of sex work. The drug use variable
codes whether national laws criminalise the use or possession of small amounts of drugs, including opioids, for
personal consumption. Each of these variables is coded
on a three-part scale of criminalised, partially criminalised or not criminalised. This range is important since,
while seeking the benefits of quantitative coding, we are
conscious of work on the complex relationship between
criminalisation and health. We drop the few observations where countries’ laws meaningfully changed in this
period. We also test a fourth variable that combines all
three of these into one variable representing a range
of overall criminalisation of key population-
linked
behaviour from none to fully criminalised. Descriptive
statistics and data on countries’ policy adoption status
for each variable are provided in online supplemental

appendix 1. Full data, including policy adoption maps
 ivpolicylab.org.
and the codebook, are available at h
We use fractional logistic regression models with robust
SEs to investigate the association between HIV service
outcomes and explanatory policy variables. Each of our
individual policy variables (same-sex sex, drug use and
sex work) as well as our combination variable is tested
separately against our two HIV service outcomes. Fractional logistic regressions with robust SE are suitable for
variables whose values vary from 0 to 1 or as percentages
like in our setting and provide consistent estimates.37
We subsequently estimate the marginal average effects
interpreted as the amount of change in the outcome
induced by changing the law status from ‘not adopted’
to ‘fully adopted’. When explanatory variables are log-
transformed, the marginal average effects are interpreted
as the amount of change in the outcome induced by a 1%
increase in the log-transformed explanatory variable.
In a second analysis, we explore whether countries with
rights-
protective and gender-
protective laws like those
described in the new Global AIDS Strategy have achieved
better HIV outcomes during the previous strategy period.
A non-discrimination variable codes whether countries
have legally enshrined protections from discrimination
based on sexual orientation, gender identity and HIV
status. Human rights institutions explores which countries have independent national rights bodies to which
PLHIV and key populations report abuse and discrimination that meet the conditions set out in the UN Paris
Principles.38 A gender-based violence variable indicates
whether the country has explicit laws tackling domestic
or gender-
based violence with enforceable penalties.
Each of these variables was tested separately against our
HIV service variables to explore whether countries that
enshrine these protections have seen better or worse HIV
service outcomes.
In a multivariable analysis for each policy variable, we
add control for basic confounders. These include relative
wealth and spending on health in the country—log health
expenditure per capita, 201939—which has a theoretical
connection to success in HIV service provision and a
significant association in our data. We also control for the
relative size of the HIV epidemic in a country to account
for the distinct but significant challenges reaching high
coverage in both high-
prevalence and low-
prevalence
settings. We are using a log baseline 2014 prevalence,12
the year the 90-90-90 goals were set.
While we cannot make causal inferences from this
data, we can understand the following basic question: did
countries with criminalising or rights/gender-protecting
laws achieve better, worse or roughly the same outcomes
over this period compared with those who did not?
EVIDENCE ON THE AIDS RESPONSE UNDER CRIMINALISATION
AND UNDER RIGHTS PROTECTION
In countries that criminalise same-sex sexual relations,
sex work and/or drug use, a smaller portion of PLHIV
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income and geography. As of 2020, only 20% of countries fully criminalise all three aspects explored here, but
every country at least partially criminalises one or more;
21% and 53% fully criminalise one or two, respectively.
Meanwhile, 23% of countries have non-discrimination
protections that cover sexual orientation, gender identity and HIV status, while 39% have independent human
rights institutions, and 79% have enforceable gender-
based violence laws.
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HIV service outcomes under criminalisation. PLHIV, people living with HIV.
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Figure 1
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Adjusted marginal average
effect in percentages (95%
CI)*

Outcome variable

Set of explanatory variables

Unadjusted marginal average
effect in percentages (95% CI)*

Percentage of all people
living with HIV who know
their status

Same-sex non-criminalisation

11.3 (4.2 to 18.3)

0.002

6.9 (−0.3 to 14.2)

1.7 (0.1 to 3.4)

0.04

2.9 (1.5 to 4.4)

<0.001

5.6 (3.3 to 8.0)

<0.001

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence
Log of health expenditure per capita

P
0.06

4.8 (3.0 to 6.6)

<0.001

Sex work non-criminalisation

10.2 (−0.2 to 20.7)

0.06

7.1 (−2.3 to 16.5)

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence

1.7 (0.1 to 3.4)

0.04

2.7 (1.0 to 4.4)

0.002

Log of health expenditure per capita

4.8 (3.0 to 6.6)

<0.001

6.2 (4.1 to 8.3)

<0.001

0.14

Drug use non-criminalisation

14.2 (3.7 to 24.7)

0.008

−8.2 (−23.2 to 6.8)

0.29

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence

1.7 (0.1 to 3.4)

0.04

3.0 (1.3 to 4.7)

0.001

<0.001

7.0 (4.8 to 9.2)

<0.001

Log of health expenditure per capita

4.8 (3.0 to 6.6)

Criminalisation composite

8.0 (3.4 to 12.6)

0.001

3.2 (−1.6 to 7.9)

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence

1.7 (0.1 to 3.4)

0.04

2.5 (1.0 to 4.0)

0.001

Log of health expenditure per capita

4.8 (3.0 to 6.6)

<0.001

5.8 (3.4 to 8.1)

<0.001

Discrimination protection

9.7 (5.8 to 13.5)

<0.001

11.5 (3.6 to 19.4)

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence

1.7 (0.1 to 3.4)

0.04

2.9 (1.4 to 4.5)

<0.001

Log of health expenditure per capita

4.8 (3.0 to 6.6)

<0.001

Human rights institutions

3.0 (−0.3 to 6.3)

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence
Log of health expenditure per capita
GBV laws/policies

0.19

0.004

5.5 (3.3 to 7.8)

0.001

0.08

2.0 (−1.1 to 5.1)

0.21

1.7 (0.1 to 3.4)

0.04

3.5 (1.7 to 5.3)

<0.001

4.8 (3.0 to 6.6)

<0.001

6.6 (4.5 to 8.8)

<0.001

15.9 (8.7 to 23.0)

0.001

11.2 (5.4 to 18.2)

<0.001

1.7 (0.1 to 3.4)

0.04

3.7 (2.1 to 5.4)

<0.001

Log of health expenditure per capita

4.8 (3.0 to 6.6)

<0.001

5.9 (4.0 to 7.9)

<0.001

Same-sex non-criminalisation

8.1 (0.05 to 0.16)

0.04

2.5 (−4.6 to 9.7)

0.49

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence

1.0 (−0.7 to 2.8)

0.24

2.0 (0.5 to 3.6)

0.01

Log of health expenditure per capita

6.0 (4.0 to 8.0)

<0.001

7.1 (4.7 to 9.5)

<0.001

Sex work non-criminalisation

5.9 (−4.5 to 16.4)

0.27

1.6 (−6.9 to 10.1)

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence

1.0 (−0.7 to 2.8)

0.24

2.1 (0.4 to 3.9)

0.02

Log of health expenditure per capita

6.0 (4.0 to 8.0)

<0.001

7.1 (4.8 to 9.5)

<0.001

14.5 (2.7 to 26.3)

0.02

−12.2 (−28.8 to 4.3)

0.15

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence
Percentage of all people
living with HIV with
suppressed viral load

P

Drug use non-criminalisation

0.72

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence

1.0 (−0.7 to 2.8)

0.24

2.0 (0.2 to 3.8)

0.03

Log of health expenditure per capita

6.0 (4.0 to 8.0)

<0.001

8.1 (5.6 to 10.5)

<0.001

Criminalisation composite

6.1 (1.4 to 10.8)

0.01

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence

1.0 (−0.7 to 2.8)

0.24

Log of health expenditure per capita
Discrimination protection

0.03 −4.2 to 4.3)

0.99

1.3 (−0.3 to 2.9)

0.12
<0.001

6.0 (4.0 to 8.0)

<0.001

7.1 (4.7 to 9.5)

10.7 (6.9 to 14.4)

<0.001

11.7 (4.5 to 19.0)

0.002

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence

1.0 (−0.7 to 2.8)

0.24

2.5 (0.7 to 4.3)

0.005

Log of health expenditure per capita

6.0 (4.0 to 8.0)

<0.001

6.3 (3.9 to 8.6)

<0.001

Human rights institutions

3.3 (−0.2 to 6.7)

0.06

1.8 (−1.1 to 4.8)

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence

1.0 (−0.7 to 2.8)

0.24

3.1 (1.3 to 5.0)

0.001

Log of health expenditure per capita

6.0 (4.0 to 8.0)

<0.001

7.6 (5.2 to 9.9)

<0.001

16.2 (9.8 to 22.6)

<0.001

12.1 (5.1 to 19.0)

GBV laws/policies

0.22

0.001

Log of 2014 HIV prevalence

1.0 (−0.7 to 2.8)

0.24

3.3 (1.6 to 4.9)

<0.001

Log of health expenditure per capita

6.0 (4.0 to 8.0)

<0.001

7.1 (5.1 to 9.1)

<0.001

*Estimates and inferences from fractional logistic regression models with robust SEs. The adjusted model includes the policy variable, prevalence and health expenditure modelled
together.
GBV, gender-based violence.

knew their HIV status and had suppressed virus compared
with countries without criminalising laws. These relationships are shown in figure 1, with coefficients and details
in table 1. Countries that criminalise same-sex sex had

an unadjusted average of 11.3% (p=0.002, 95% CI: 4.2 to
18.3) lower knowledge of HIV status among PLHIV. In
countries that criminalise sex work, 10.2% (p=0.06, 95%
CI: −0.2 to 20.7) fewer of those living with HIV know their
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Table 1 Unadjusted and adjusted marginal average effect estimates of punitive laws on HIV service outcomes
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Figure 2
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After controlling for HIV prevalence and health expenditure per capita, same-sex criminalisation was significantly associated with better knowledge of HIV status.
The other variables did not maintain statistical significance—which was not surprising for a cross-sectional
global dataset where power is limited by a sample size of
194 countries and where strongly correlated factors like
HIV prevalence are in the analysis. Further analysis is
worthwhile in the future when a longitudinal dataset with
a larger sample size can be created and where broader
epidemiological measures like incidence changes can be
explored.
A higher portion of PLHIV knew their HIV status in
countries with non-
discrimination protections (9.7%,
p=<0.001, 95% CI: 5.8 to 13.5), independent human
rights institutions (3.0%, p=0.08, 95% CI: −0.3 to 6.3)
or explicit gender-based violence laws (15.9%, p=0.001,
95% CI: 8.7 to 23.0). Figure 2 shows these relationships.
Higher viral suppression rates were also significantly
associated with non-discrimination protections (10.7%,
p=<0.001, 95% CI: 6.9 to 14.4), independent human

HIV service outcomes under rights and gender protection. GBV, gender-based violence.
Kavanagh MM, et al. BMJ Global Health 2021;6:e006315. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2021-006315
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status, and where drug use is criminalised, it is 14.2%
(p=0.008, 95% CI: 3.7 to 24.7) lower. Taken together in
our composite measure that combines law in these three
areas, the model shows that if trends held across countries, a theoretical country with no criminalisation across
all three would have as much as 24.0% higher knowledge
of status than one with a fully criminalised environment
on all three (p=0.001; note that the coefficient is ×3 for
fully criminalised).
Countries with criminalised legal environments had
lower rates of viral suppression compared with those with
non-criminalised environments. Rates of viral suppression were, in an unadjusted average, 8.1% (p=0.04, 95%
CI: 0.05 to 0.16) lower in countries that criminalise
same-sex sexual relations, 5.9% (p=0.27, 95% CI: −4.5 to
16.4) lower under sex work criminalisation and 14.5%
(p=0.02, 95% CI: 2.7 to 26.3) lower when drug use was
criminalised. Taken together in our composite variable,
the difference between a theoretically fully criminalised
and fully non-criminalised country would be as much as
an 18.3% (p=0.01) difference in viral suppression.
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CONCLUSION
At the end of a 5-year strategy in which countries around
the world focused their AIDS response on 90-90-90 targets
to reaching PLHIV with testing and treatment services,
countries that have adopted a criminalising approach to
key populations saw less success than those that chose not
to criminalise. Where same-sex sex, sex work and drug use
were criminalised, a smaller portion of PLHIV knew their
status, and fewer had suppressed virus. Meanwhile, where
protective laws have been adopted that advance non-
discrimination, human rights institutions and responses
to gender-based violence, countries have done better on
the 90-90-90 goals. These relationships were observable
by using a global database of comparable cross-national
data about laws and policies. As this resource grows and
longitudinal data become available, studies with greater
causal identification will become increasingly possible.

In the last year, laws went into effect in Angola removing
criminalisation of same-
sex sexual acts while enacting
non-
discrimination protections on the basis of sexual
orientation; in the US state of Oregon decriminalising
personal drug possession; and in Northern Territory,
Australia, decriminalising sex work. This study suggests
these may well be positive moves for public health, ripe
for further study.
This study finds little support for the argument that
criminalising behaviour among marginalised people in
a pandemic results in positive outcomes. On the other
hand, it suggests protecting human rights and addressing
gender-based violence may help build an environment
in which biomedical interventions are more successful.
With global goals to reduce HIV incidence and mortality
unmet—and in a context of intersecting pandemics—
greater consideration should be given to law reform as a
critical pandemic intervention.
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rights institutions (3.3%, p=0.06, 95% CI: −0.2 to 6.7)
and gender-based violence laws (16.2%, p=<0.001, 95%
CI: 9.8 to 22.6). Non-discrimination and gender-based
violence laws were significant even after controlling for
prevalence and spending.
There are a number of important limitations to this
analysis. First, this is an ecological study and is not sufficient to identify causal mechanisms. Ecological fallacies and confounding factors cannot be discounted.
One strength of this analysis is a unique global dataset
addressing countries in all regions and income levels—
allowing us to avoid common problems of systematically
missing but theoretically important countries that challenge cross-
national social science.40 Yet, while multilevel data would be desirable to study HIV outcomes,
no such global dataset exists.41 In addition, we face all
of the common problems of measuring law, including
that our tripartite coding rules cannot capture enforcement or subtle differences between countries that may
be meaningful.
As such, the causal effect of criminalisation and protective laws remains an important topic of future research.
Longitudinal studies with panel data could, in the future,
explore more deeply the association between laws and
HIV outcomes by investigating whether and in what time
frame HIV outcomes change in countries that change
criminalising or protective laws. Additionally, quantitative data analysis could be paired with qualitative research
to elucidate causal mechanisms through which the legal
environment impacts healthcare access for people living
with and at risk of HIV. In addition, a number of unmeasured confounders deserve further exploration. HIV
programme funding data are not reliably available in a
global dataset, for example. Therefore, the question of
whether increased funding—particularly to community-
led HIV services—can compensate for problematic
legal environments is an important question for future
research.
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